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Abstract | Multilevel coding (MLC) sche- vels instead. But hard decision decoding usually
mes with powerful softly decodable com- causes a substantial performance loss when component codes like turbo codes allow very pared to soft decision decoding. For example, the
power and bandwidth ecient digital com- loss for binary antipodal signaling is about 2 dB
munication [8, 2, 6]. But the use of due to hard decision decoding and an additional
the non{quantized channel output in each 1 dB due to bounded minimum distance (BMD)
stage of the multistage decoding procedure instead of ML decoding. In previous work, MLC
leads to highly complex receivers. In this schemes are mostly treated, where all component
paper, the employment of hard decision de- codes are either exclusively error{correcting cocoding at several coding levels is proposed des like algebraic block codes, cf. e.g. [5] or softly
as a very ecient way to save complexity. decodable codes like convolutional or turbo codes
It turns out that, for Ungerbock's labeling [4, 8]. In this paper, a performance analysis of
of signal points, the performance loss com- MLC schemes using hard decisions at some levels
pared to soft decision decoding (in terms in MSD is presented, cf. also [7].
of capacity of the equivalent binary channel In Section 2 the underlying system model and the
as well as in simulations) is only about 0.13 concept of equivalent channels at the individual
dB for ASK transmission over the AWGN levels of a MLC scheme is introduced. In Secchannel, when hard decision decoding is tion 3 the capacity of coded modulation schemes
employed at all but the lowest level. If with a combination of hard and soft decoded leerror{correction techniques are exclusively vels is derived. For the example of a three{level
employed, an MLC approach with ` indi- coded 8ASK modulation, the capacity results are
vidual binary error{correcting codes is re- discussed in Section 4. In order to con rm the
commended.
theoretical results, simulation results for selected
schemes are presented in Section 5.

1 Introduction

Multilevel coding (MLC) together with the relatively low complex multistage decoding (MSD)
is well{known to be a theoretically optimum approach to coded modulation, cf. [6, 8]. Key point
is the proper assignment of rates to the individual
component codes. In [6, 2, 8] it is shown that properly designed MLC schemes with powerful softly
decodable component codes lead to very power
and bandwidth ecient digital communication
schemes close to limits from information theory.
The drawback is the relatively high complexity
of the receiver due to soft decision maximum
likelihood (ML) decoding in each stage. Complexity and decoding delay can be substantially
reduced by using simple FEC coding at some leA similar paper was presented at the 35th Annual Allerton Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing, Urbana, Illinois, Sept./Oct., 1997

2 System Model
Digital transmission by M {ary pulse amplitude
modulation, M = 2` , ` > 1, with `{level coding over the AWGN channel is considered. A
binary address vector or label x = (x0x1 : : : x`,1 )
is assigned to each signal point am out of the D{
dimensional signal set A = fa0 ; : : :; aM ,1g. This
mapping is usually derived from successive partitioning of the set A into subsets. Each subset at
partitioning level i is uniquely labeled by the path
(x0 : : : xi,1 ) in the partitioning tree from the root
to the subset:

A(x : : : xi, ) =
faja $ x = (x : : : xi, bi : : : b`, );
(bi : : : b`, ) 2 f0; 1g`,ig:
(1)
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Here, the discussion is restricted to schemes with
regular partitioning, where the subsets at one
partitioning level di er only by translation and
rotation, i.e. they provide equal capacities.
The core of the MLC approach is to partition
a block of data symbols into ` levels and to encode them individually by component codes of
rates Ri and equal lengths N into the binary addressPsymbols xi . The total rate of the scheme is
,1 Ri . Key point to create powerful MLC
R = `i=0
schemes is the proper assignment of code rates Ri
to the component codes. Since overall maximum
likelihood decoding is not feasible in practice, the
component codes are successively decoded starting with the level 0 code. Thereby, not only
the channel output y 2 IRD but also decisions x^j ,
j = 0; : : : ; i , 1, from previous decoding stages j ,
j < i, are used for decoding at level i.
Due to the individual encoding at each level, the
transmission of address vector x with binary digits xi , i = 0; : : : ; ` , 1, over the physical channel
can be virtually separated into parallel transmission of each digit xi over ` equivalent channels
[8, 6]. When hard decision decoding is used at
decoding stage i, the continuous channel output
y is quantized to a binary symbol x
~i .
For example, let us consider the equivalent channel for transmission of symbol x1 for an 8ASK
scheme when hard decision decoding is used, see
Fig. 1. With the restriction to equiprobable six1
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Figure 1: Equivalent BSC 1 for the transmission of
symbol 1 for an 8ASK scheme when hard decision
decoding is used and symbol 0 = 0 is assumed at the
lowest level.
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2 A is de ned by
RA(a) = yjdE (y; a)  dE (y; a0); a0 2 A; a 6= a0
a

3 Capacity
Since we consider capacities, the digits at lower
levels can be assumed to be estimated without
errors, as long as rates Rj are chosen not to be
greater than capacities C j or CHj , j < i, resp.
Hence, the capacity of the equivalent BSC i is
simply given by
i = 1 , H (" );
CH
(4)
2 i
where "i denotes the bit error probability of the
equivalent BSC i and H2 () is the binary entropy
function. The only task for calculating CHi is
to determine the transition probability Prfx~i 6=
xi jxi; x0 : : : xi,1 g = "i . The particular choice of
lower level digits (x0 : : : xi,1 ) has no in uence on
the transition probability since regular partitioning and equiprobable signal points are considered.
First, let us assume that xi = 0 is transmitted
and represented by a special signal point a out
of the subset A(x0 : : : xi,1 0). The error event of
detecting x~i = 1 occurs if the channel output y
falls in the decision region RA(x0:::x ,1 ) (~a) of any
signal point a~ out of the subset A(x0 : : : xi,1 1)
representing the binary symbol xi = 1. Thus, the
probability of detection error is given by
Prfx~i = 1ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g
= Prfa~ X
2 A(x0 : : : xi,11)ja; x0 : : : xi,1g
=
Prfa~ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g;
a~2A(x0:::x ,1 1)
for a 2 A(x0 : : : xi,1 0):
(5)
Here, Prfa~ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g denotes the probability
that y falls into RA(x0:::x ,1 ) (~a), when signal point
i

gnal points, the optimum detection thresholds are
half{way between two adjacent points. Due to
the multiple representation of one binary symbol by signal points, the decision region of binary
symbol x~i is the union of the corresponding regions RA(x0:::x ,1 ) (a), see Fig. 1:
i
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a2A(x0:::xi,1 x~i )

RA x0:::x ,1 (a);
(

i

)

(2)
where the decision region RA(a) of signal point

:

(3)
dE (y; a) denotes the Euclidean distance between
y and a.
For equiprobable signal points and regular partitioning, the resulting equivalent channel is a
binary symmetric channel (BSC). To distinguish
between equivalent channel i with hard and soft
decision decoding, we refer to the former one as
equivalent BSC i. Capacity of the equivalent
channel i without quantization is denoted by C i,
whereas capacity of the equivalent BSC i is denoted by CHi (index H indicates hard decision
decoding).

i

i

is transmitted. Detecting any signal point
0
: : : xi,1 0), a
~ 6= a, which also represents the symbol xi = 0, does not lead to an error.
The probability of detection error is upper bounded by the conditioned symbol error probability
of the underlying signal subset for transmitting
a 2 A(x0 : : : xi,1 0), namely
Prfx~i = 1ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g
 Prfa~ 2X
A(x0 : : : xi,1); ~a 6= aja; x0 : : : xi,1g
=
Prfa~ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g;
a2A(x0:::x ,1 );a~6=a
~
for a 2 A(x0 : : : xi,1 0):
(6)
For Ungerbock's set partitioning, the most relevant case in practice, all signal points closest
to the transmitted one represent the inverse binary symbol. Here, the detection error probability is mainly determined by the nearest neighbor signal points, and, hence, approximation by
the symbol error probability (6) is quite tight.
For example, the bit error probabilities "i , i =
0; : : : ; ` , 1, for a 2` {ary ASK scheme with a 2
A = f1; : : : ; (2` , 1)g are simply approximated by the well{known formulae for the symbol
error probabilities for 2`,i {ary ASK.
With Eq. (5) the probability of detecting symbol
x
~i = 1 for transmission of symbol xi = 0 is given
by the expected value of Prfx~i ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g over
all possible signal points a representing symbol
xi = 0:
Prfx~i = 1jxi = 0; nx0 : : : xi,1 g
o
= Ea2A(x0:::x ,1 0) Prfx~i ja; x0 : : : xi,1 g :
(7)
The results derived above can simply be generalized to the case of an arbitrary probability distribution of signal points and arbitrary labeling,
cf. [7].
The capacity of a coded modulation scheme with
a mix of hard and soft decision decoding at the
individual levels is obtained by the sum over the
capacities of the corresponding equivalent channels i, i = 0; : : : ; ` , 1. For example, consider a
3{level scheme with soft decision decoding at level 0 and hard decision decoding at levels 1 and
2:
1
(8)
+ CH2 :
CSHH = C 0 + CH
The index of the capacity CSHH denotes the decoding method (soft or hard) at the individual
levels. If the index is omitted soft decision decoding at all levels is assumed.
a
a
~

2 A(x

i

i

It was shown in [8, 6] that, in the case of soft decision decoding at all levels, MLC together with
MSD is an asymptotically optimum coding approach. However, when hard decision decoding
at several levels is used, this statement does not
hold any longer, and hence, the MLC approach is
not necessarily optimum. Thus, the MLC/MSD
transmission scheme with hard decision decoding
at all levels operating on the AWGN channel is
compared to a coded modulation scheme operating on a M {ary discrete memoryless channel
(DMC). The transition probability Prfak jaj g for
receiving symbol ak is given by the probability
that the output y of the underlying AWGN channel falls into the decision region RA(ak ) if symbol
aj is transmitted. The capacity of this scheme is
given by

Prfak jaj g  : (9)
CDMC = E(a 2A;a 2A) log2
Prfak g
j

k

Finally, we compare all these methods of coded modulation with a traditional FEC approach
where the 2` {ary modulation scheme is actually
ignored. Hard decision decoding together with
short bit interleaving provides a memoryless BSC.
In order to minimize the bit error probability
" of the resulting BSC, Gray mapping, a =
MG(x0; : : : ; x`,1) is applied. The capacity reads
CFEC

= `  (1 , H2 (")):

(10)

For the bit error probability " we obtain
1E
" =
(a 2A;a 2A) fPrfaj g Prfak jaj g
`
o
1
,1(aj )) :
dH (M,
(
a
)
;
M
(11)
k
G
G
k
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where dH () denotes the Hamming distance.

4 Examples and Discussion
For example, 3{level coded 8ASK modulation
with natural labeling is investigated. In Fig. 2
the

 capacity C , i.e. soft decision decoding at all

levels (case SSS, reference),
 capacity CSHH , i.e. soft decision decoding
at level 0 and hard decision decoding at levels 1 and 2 (case SHH),
 capacity CHHH , i.e. hard decision decoding
at all levels (case HHH),

 capacity CDMC of the 8{ary DMC (dashed between capacities C i and CHi decreases for in-

creasing SNR.
line),
Secondly, the cases SSS and SHH are compa capacity CFEC (dashed{dotted line),
red. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the gap bet capacities of the equivalent channels and ween C and CSHH is negligible for rates above
the equivalent BSCs
2.5 bit/symbol. In particular, we focus on the
rate 2.5 bit/symbol, since 0.5 bit redundancy per
are depicted.
dimension is sucient to achieve near optimum
performance as long as equiprobable signal points
are used, cf. e.g. [2]. For R = 2:5 bit/symbol the
loss for the case SHH vs. the optimum case SSS
is 0.13 dB. Even for rates down to 2.0 bit/symbol
only a loss of max. 0.6 dB is visible. Hence, the
performance loss for a coded modulation scheme
due to hard decision decoding at higher levels is
dramatically reduced when compared to the case
of BPSK. The explanation is as follows. For set
partitioning according to Ungerbock's criterion,
the individual rates increase from lowest level to
highest level. Thus, the performance loss due to
hard decision decoding decreases. Hence, if hard
decision decoding is only used at higher levels,
Figure 2: Capacities of 8{ary ASK over the AWGN where high{rate codes are active, the loss remains
channel for decoding strategies SSS, SHH, and HHH small.
(see text) and corresponding capacities i and Hi An additional loss occurs if maximum likelihood
for the equivalent and equivalent binary symmetric
decoding is replaced by bounded minimum dichannel , = 0 1 2.
stance decoding. This loss cannot be assessed
exactly, but binary codes with rate very close to
Firstly, we look at the capacities C i of the equi- 1 are not far away from the sphere{packing bound
valent channels i and CHi , i = 0; 1; 2, of the equi- and hence the di erence between bounded minivalent BSCs i, respectively. At level 2, the un- mum distance decoding and hard decision maxiderlying signal set for the transmission of symbol mum likelihood decoding is not essential. In the
x2 is the ordinary BPSK signal set, i.e. symbol case SHH, where only high{rate codes are used
x2 is represented uniquely. In this case, the well{ for hard decision decoding, there is only a little
known gap of about 1.7 dB between the capaci- additional loss for practical bounded minimum
ties C 2 = CH2 = 0:5 can be observed. At level distance decoding algorithms.
1, symbol x1 is represented double in the under- If we design the system for a total rate R = 2:5
lying 4ASK signal set. Here, the gap between bit/symbol, the rate distribution according to cathe capacities C 1 = CH1 = 0:5 reduces to 1.1 dB. pacities in the case SSS (solid vertical line) is
This gap is further reduced to 0.9 dB at level 0.
Thus, for transmission where symbols are multiR0 =R1=R2 = 0:516=0:984=1;
(12)
ply represented by signal points the gap between
soft and hard decision decoding becomes smaller. whereas in the case SHH (dashed vertical line)
We interpret this di erent behavior by the following observation: For binary antipodal signaling
R0 =R1=R2 = 0:532=0:968=1
(13)
the gain of soft decision decoding mainly results
from those highly reliable symbols which are re- results. For SHH rate at level 0 with soft deciceived far away from the (hard) decision boun- sion decoding is slightly increased while rate at
dary. But for multiamplitude/multiphase modu- level 1 with hard decision decoding is decreased
lation the existence of boundaries of the decision by the same amount when compared to SSS. This
regions on all sides of inner points rather exclu- can be interpreted as the increased rate at level
des such points and thus reduces the soft deci- 0 compensates for the loss due to hard decision
sion advantage. Additionally, as usual the gap decoding at level 1. On the other hand, if the
C

i

i

;

;

C

SNR of 13.13 dB (capacity limit of SSS for total at each level substantially outperforms the one{
rate 2.5 bit/dimension) is xed, the rate design level coding schemes. The di erence between the
schemes is the manner how the soft output of the
R0=R1 =R2 = 0:516=0:964=1
(14) underlying AWGN channel is exploited. For the
DMC as well as for one{level FEC the soft
in the case SHH results. Thus, SHH decoding 8{ary
channel
is quantized once. In the staged
corresponds to a very small rate decrease of 0.02 decodingoutput
of a MLC scheme, the quantization of
bit/dimension when compared to SSS.
the soft value at each level in order to perform
Next, we look at hard decision decoding at all le- the respective binary detection is controlled by
vels (HHH). For a total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol, the decoding results at lower levels. This leads
the gap between C and CHHH is about 0.9 dB to the important result that, in the case of hard
(see Fig. 2). Here, the loss due to exclusively hard decision decoding, the most ecient way to exdecision decoding in a coded modulation scheme ploit the channel information is to split up the cois substantially reduced compared to BPSK. The ding and decoding procedure in multiple, ideally
reason is that for Ungerbock's set partitioning, binary, levels and, thus, to use the soft channel
the lowest rate is transmitted at level 0 and, output multiply without the need of complex soft
hence, the capacity loss at this level dominates. decoding algorithms. That means, 1 dB gain is
But, as shown above, at level 0 the loss due to simply possible by quantizing the channel output
hard decision decoding is moderate because of step{by{step without any additional complexity.
the multiple representation of the symbol x0 in Therefore, dealing with design proposals for cothe underlying signal set.
ded modulation schemes, the two cases soft and
Concluding we see that for 2` {ary ASK and R = hard decision decoding have to be carefully di` , 0:5 bit/symbol, it is sucient to employ soft stinguished. As shown in [1, 7], in the case of soft
decision decoding only at level 0. Hard decision decision decoding and a very large block length it
decoding at higher levels can be done without any is possible to amalgamate several coding levels to
remarkable performance loss while o ering a re- a single one without remarkable performance loss
asonable reduction in complexity. Since in gene- when Gray mapping is used. In the case of hard
ral the e ort for hard decision decoding is sub- decision decoding, this is not true since combining
stantially lower than for soft decision decoding, multiple levels to a single one results in an unawe can state that power ecient coded 2` {ary, voidable performance loss due to an suboptimum
` > 1, modulation requires only slightly additio- exploitation of the soft information. It is well{
nal complexity when compared to coded binary known that the adoption of a single binary error{
transmission. Thus, bandwidth ecient digital correcting code to a M {ary transmission scheme
transmission with a multiamplitude/multiphase by Gray mapping does not lead to satisfying reconstellation close to capacity limit requires much sults. In contrast, the MLC approach with indiviless decoding complexity per bit than binary an- dual error correcting codes at each level promises
tipodal signaling. Even if hard decision decoding quite better performance.
is used at all levels the capacity loss compared to
soft decision decoding is lower than 1 dB. Notice 5 Simulation Results
that in the interesting region near R = ` , 0:5
bit/dimension the curve CFEC shows exactly the In order to verify the presented capacity resame gap of 1.8 dB to the capacity C of the sults, simulations for 8ASK transmission with a
AWGN channel as in the case of binary antipo- MLC/MSD scheme over the AWGN channel were
dal signaling (i.e. ` = 1). The di erence between performed. In particular, we are interested in
CDMC and CFEC is due to the memory destroythe loss of a MLC scheme using hard decision
ing process of interleaving.
decoding at the 2 higher levels when compared
Finally, the di erences in capacities CDMC (8{ary to a scheme using entirely soft decision decoding.
one{level coding for the 8{ary DMC), CFEC (bi- The individual rates are chosen equal to the canary one{level coding for 8ASK, Gray mapping, pacities of the respective equivalent channels, cf.
and bit interleaving) and CHHH (MLC/MSD [3, 8, 6]. For reference, the MLC scheme with
with hard decision decoding at each level) are the individual rates R0 =R1=R2 = 0:52=0:98=1:0
discussed. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that is used, where turbo codes over 16{state convothe MLC approach with hard decision decoding lutional codes and code word length N = 4095

are employed as component codes. Flexible rates
of turbo codes are achieved via puncturing, see
[8]. For the competing scheme, the same turbo
code with R0 = 0:52 is employed at level 0 and a
primitive BCH code of length N = 4095 at level
1. Level 2 remains uncoded. The error correcting
capability of the BCH code is adapted in such a
way that the individual performances at level 0
and level 1 are similar. As a result, the required error correcting capability for the BCH code
is t = 14 errors and, hence, R1 = 0:96, which is
exactly equal to the capacity C 1 in (14). The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 3. For the
100
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Figure 3: BER of 8ASK transmission with MLC/MSD
over the AWGN channel. Code word length =
4095. Solid line (case SSS): Rate distribution
0
1
2 = 0 52 0 98 1 0, total rate
= 25
bit/symbol. Turbo codes are employed as component codes. Dashed line (case SHH): Rate distribution 0 1 2 = 0 52 0 96 1 0, total rate = 2 48
bit/symbol. Component codes: Turbo code at level 0,
14{errors{correcting BCH code at level 1. Simulation
results.
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reference scheme 10 log10(Eb =N0) = 10:04 dB is
required to achieve BER  10,5 with a total rate
R = 2:5 bit/symbol. Since the capacity C =
2:5 bit/symbol is reached for 10 log10 (Eb=N0 ) =
9:15 dB, this scheme works about 0.89 dB above
capacity. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the
competing scheme with the BCH code at level
1 achieves BER  10,5 at 10 log10 (Eb=N0) =
10:06 dB with a total rate R = 2:48 bit/symbol.
Here, the capacity C = 2:48 bit/symbol is reached for 10 log10(Eb =N0) = 9:04 dB. Hence, the
MLC scheme using a BCH code at level 1 works
about 1.02 dB above capacity, resulting in a loss
of about 0.13 dB vs. the MLC scheme using turbo
codes at both coded levels. Thus, the loss of
0.13 dB obtained by simulations coincides with
the loss predicted from capacity argument.
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